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ABSTRACT

Avoiding dangerous climate change is one of the most urgent social risk issues we face today and understanding related public perceptions is critical to engaging the public with the major societal transformations required in order to combat climate change. Analyses of public perceptions have indicated that climate change is perceived as distant on a number of different dimensions. However to date there has been no in depth exploration of the psychological distance of climate change. This study uses a nationally representative UK sample in order to systematically explore and characterise each of the four theorised dimensions of psychological distance – temporal, social and geographical distance, and uncertainty in relation to climate change. We examine how each of these different aspects of distance relates to each other as well as to concerns about climate change and sustainable behaviour intentions. Results indicate that climate change is actually both psychologically distant and proximal in relation to different dimensions. Lower psychological distance was generally associated with higher levels of concern; although certain aspects of greater psychological distance (perceptions of disproportionate impacts of climate change on developing countries) were also significantly related to preparedness to act on climate change. Findings support the idea that it is useful for risk communications regarding climate change to highlight both local and distant impacts of climate change where appropriate. Interestingly, our data indicates that whilst psychological distance communications are likely to be valuable in promoting concern about climate change, these may also be useful in promoting action amongst those already concerned about climate change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Climate change is a major societal risk issue and there are increasing calls for urgent mitigating action. Public perceptions of climate change and its risks are critical to achieving the ambitious greenhouse gas emissions targets set in the UK and the US as well as in many other countries around the world (1). Meeting these targets will require major transformations in the way that countries manage and consume energy. On the supply side, public acceptance and uptake of new technologies is important whilst on the demand side, preparedness to change behaviour and to comply with new sustainability legislation will be important in alleviating the pressure put on our precious energy resources (2, 3). A key characteristic of climate change risks is that they are psychologically distant for many people (4, 5). This has provoked a variety of hypotheses about how the reduction of this distance, by making climate change more real, local, relevant and immediate, may help to promote action on climate change (6-8). Until now however, there has been no systematic exploration of the nature of the psychological distance that characterises climate change. In addition, there has been no investigation of the link between different aspects of perceived psychological distance and concern about, or willingness to take action on, climate change. We propose that a better understanding of this aspect of public perceptions of climate change is necessary in order to input into the formulation of effective risk communications in the promotion of mitigation efforts.

1.1 Concern about of Climate Change

Previous research on perceptions of climate change in the UK indicated that public awareness of the issue is high (9) with an overwhelming majority in 2005 believing that the world’s climate is changing and that action should be taken against it (10, 11), However,
research conducted over the past 3-4 years in both America and the UK shows some decline in levels of concern (e.g. 12, 13). In addition, and perhaps paradoxically, given the strengthening scientific evidence of the anthropogenic causes over that time, research over the past year also suggests that the public in both the Europe and the US may have started to become somewhat more sceptical and uncertain about the issue (12-14). Compounding this, the media controversy generated during the winter of 2009-2010 concerning e-mails from climate scientists at the University of East Anglia (15), and over glacial melting forecasts made by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (16), might additionally have served to reinforce uncertainty and scepticism amongst some sections of the public in both the UK (e.g. 17) and elsewhere.

1.2. Psychological Distance and Construal Level Theory

Despite declines observed in concern about climate change, overall levels remain high, both in the UK and across Europe (14). However many people do not behave in a sustainable fashion (18) and it has been suggested that this is partly due to climate change being perceived as a psychologically distant issue. In particular, research has indicated that people have traditionally thought that climate change risks only affect other people or nations, and those born far in the future (7, 19). Construal Level Theory (CLT), developed by Liberman and Trope (4), outlines four key dimensions of such psychological distance: spatial or geographical distance; temporal distance; distance between the perceiver and a social target, i.e. another individual or group; and hypotheticality, e.g., how certain is it that an event will happen. As Milfont recently highlighted (5), climate change is perceived to be distant on all of these dimensions, and therefore it is useful to look to CLT research in generating hypothesis about how these relate to one another in this domain and in exploring the potential that manipulating perceived distance may have as a
method for promoting sustainable behavior change.

CLT proposes that psychological distance from an object or event is directly linked to the way that people mentally represent it. It is proposed that psychologically distant events are represented by abstract high-level construals composed of general decontextualised features, whereas psychologically close events are represented with concrete low-level construals made up of specific contextual details. Furthermore, it is thought that psychologically distant and close stimuli are respectively represented in similar mental space and that each dimension of distance is interrelated so that impacts on one aspect of distance can influence each other aspect of distance. These ideas are supported by a large amount of, primarily experimental, evidence. For example, studies have found that processing psychologically distant information (e.g. geographically distant) is facilitated when participants are focused on distant congruent stimuli (e.g. socially or temporally distant or uncertain), indicating that these are cognitively associated (20). Furthermore, performance on tasks that require abstraction (e.g. the Gestalt Completion Test) is found to improve when participants focus on psychological distance, e.g. a future time period (21-23) and vice versa for tasks that require a focus on specific details (22). Conversely, when people are encouraged to focus either on specific details or on more abstract ideas this is found to impact the distance at which the stimulus or event is considered. So for example, asking participants to focus on low-level ‘how’ details of an activity rather than high-level ‘why’ information leads participants to think about the activity as taking place at more distant points in time (24). In addition, evidence from neuropsychological research has demonstrated that the brain is hierarchically organized with abstract aspects of stimuli being found to be represented at higher points in the cortical hierarchy (25), again pointing to the idea that mentally the organization of stimuli may be divided this way.
Notably, CLT points to the importance of psychological distance in promoting action (4). The utility of psychological distance in determining behavioural choices is perhaps counterintuitive considering that distant events may be more uncertain in nature. Interestingly, though evidence demonstrates that focusing on distance helps people to make choices that are more in line with their more abstract, core considerations and therefore appears to help self control. In relation to this, psychologically distant representations seem to help people to make more confident predictions about the future, and to make clearer evaluations and behavioural choices (4). However these theoretical predictions appear to contradict ideas presented within goal setting theory, proposed by Locke and Latham in the 1990s, which highlight the importance of specific detailed goals (psychological closeness) in increasing the likelihood of action (26).

Goal setting theory focuses on the development of conscious goals and how these influence task performance. A key finding here is that when people are asked to do their best, they tend not to perform as well as when they are given specific goals (27). This is because abstract goals have no external referent and thus can be defined idiosyncratically by the recipient of the message. In contrast, more specific goals are found to lead to higher task performance by reducing the ambiguity about what is to be attained (28). A huge amount of research supports these ideas and in fact, goals are thought to affect performance through four mechanisms: by directing attention and effort towards goal relevant activities (e.g. 29); by energizing the individual and increasing effort (e.g. 30, 31); by increasing persistence (e.g. 30); and by activating task relevant knowledge and strategies (32). Additionally, and building on goal setting theory, work around implementation intentions developed the idea that by specifically making plans that link situational cues (appropriate opportunities to act), with desired behavioural responses, then action can be encouraged (33). Notably, this focus on specific detail is (through CLT) linked
with psychological closeness, resulting in two slightly different hypotheses. Psychological
distance should lead to behavior that is more in line with an individual’s core values however
psychological closeness should encourage a person to act, given their improved ability to focus
on the consequences of their actions. Interestingly, recent experimental research has indicated
that a combination of both an abstract mindset and specific goals (or a specific mindset and
abstract goals) may be most useful in promoting climate change related behavior (34). This
points to the potential validity of both theoretical hypotheses and the possibility that these can
complement rather than contradict each other. Indeed, the focus of CLT is clearly on how an
abstract mindset encourages behavior in line with ideals whilst goal setting theory focuses on the
best way of translating intentions into action. Here, we will explore the relationship between
*naturally arising* perceptions of distance and preparedness to act to mitigate climate change and,
in doing so, will consider the validity of each of these hypotheses in this domain.

1.3. The Psychological Distance of Climate Change

There is currently quite limited evidence examining construal level theory and psychological
distance within the domain of climate change however there is a variety of disparate evidence
that speaks to these issues. Polling evidence indicates that people generally perceive climate
change as most likely to impact geographically and temporally distant people and places (35). In
addition, climate change impacts tend to be viewed as more serious for distant locations (36).
People also clearly distinguish between personal and societal impacts of climate change, with
several studies finding that personal risks of climate change are judged to be lower than societal
risks (35, 36). Note that these results are found within respondents in Britain and the US and that
this may well be culturally bounded. Indeed the perception that climate change impacts may be
more serious in developing countries, particularly those located in the geographic South may be quite accurate (37), and importantly, these are also likely to be the countries who do not have the resources and capability to deal with these impacts. In fact, whilst cross-national studies do indicate that respondents from developing countries tend to be more concerned about local environmental issues than those from industrialized nations (38, 39), beyond this a general spatial bias appears to exist where people in both developed and developing countries tend to perceive environmental degradation to be more serious at a global level than at a local level (39-41). This again points to the importance of bridging this disassociation between local and global impacts of climate change in order to promote personal action. Interestingly Spence et al recently demonstrated that experience of flooding (i.e. an event that could be attributed to a changing climate) is significantly related to the way that individuals perceive climate change and the extent to which they are prepared to act on climate change (8). This implies that framing climate change in terms of local events and geography will help to make the issue more salient (7), will promote emotional and cognitive engagement with climate change (42-44), and will make the benefits of acting on climate change more tangible (6).

Bridging the temporal distance of climate change is also an important issue; the fact that discussions and debate around climate change are particularly focused on the prevention of future impacts may be particularly problematic for prompting action. Experimental research finds that people are more likely to take greater risks with regards to decisions that are further away in time (45). In addition, research indicates that people discount future costs and benefits in an inconsistent fashion. When considering benefits in the future compared to now, a particularly sharp discount rate tends to be applied, whereas discount rates applied to two time points in the future are much lower (46, 47). Asking people to act on climate change may be
particularly unattractive then, given that this requires immediate actions undertaken for the promise of rewards that are quite distant in time, as well as uncertain in nature (48). Within this domain, Weber and colleagues have developed query theory, which elaborates on decision making about the future by considering the deliberation processes that are commonly used and postulates that in consumption decisions people tend to assess arguments for immediate consumption first and that this initial assessment interferes with any subsequent consideration of delaying consumption which tends to come second (49). By this theory, the option of delaying or reducing consumption is naturally at a disadvantage and, in fact, in support of this theory, intertemporal discounting has been greatly reduced by prompting people to consider the case for deferring consumption first, before considering the idea of immediate consumption. Note that this result could also be interpreted within construal level theory in that participants focusing on the case for deferring consumption first may be focused on a more distant time horizon than those considering immediate consumption. This may help individuals to overcome the psychological distance associated with delayed gratification and influence decision making. Indeed, environmental actions are generally considered as future orientated behaviours, and recent research by Rabinovich et al (50) found that focusing people on the future was found to increase consistency between environmental attitudes, and intentions and behaviour. A slightly different perspective on this might argue that focusing on climate change as something distant, particularly in terms of time, may mean that people feel that there is still opportunity to be able to contribute to mitigating future effects and encourage people of the value in acting sustainably.

1.4. Scepticism and Uncertainty

Another aspect of psychological distance that is discussed within construal level theory is
uncertainty and this has received a lot of attention within current discourses on climate change, in particular alongside debate over scepticism (51). Indeed many commentators have been using the terms 'scepticism' and 'uncertainty' interchangeably and, to compound confusion, there is also uncertainty over scepticism, e.g. perceived agreement amongst scientists, and scepticism over uncertainty, e.g. perceptions of what is knowable about the future. Here, we will attempt to be more specific with the terminology used. Survey evidence indicates that whilst significant majorities of Europeans and Americans believe that climate change is anthropogenic (11, 13), some do perceive scientific disagreement on climate change (52, 53). In reality, there may be most scientific disagreement and uncertainty around the potential impacts of climate change. Climate systems, as well as the human and biological systems with which climate systems interact, are extremely complex and our understanding of how these systems operate is incomplete (54). The public also appear to be somewhat aware of this uncertainty, with approximately 40% of the British public supporting the idea that the climate system is too complex and uncertain for scientists to make useful forecasts (52). It is therefore important to be specific when discussing scepticism and uncertainty in relation to climate change and to consider where changes in these perceptions may actually be occurring.

Individuals who are sceptical about climate change are less likely to behave sustainably; clearly without the belief that climate change is happening, there is little point in acting on it. Similarly, the belief that climate change is anthropogenic is a necessary condition (although not sufficient) for considering that personal actions can have an impact on tackling climate change. In addition, people generally prefer certainty over uncertainty (a basic tenet of prospect theory: 55) and there is some evidence that uncertainty may be used as a justification for inaction (45, 56). Indeed, the communication of uncertainty has been related to a reduced willingness to act to
mitigate negative environmental outcomes (57). However there has been relatively little consideration given to the relationship between uncertainty and other perceptions within the climate change domain.

1.5. Current research

Overall, there is a variety of research outlining the idea that climate change may be psychologically distant on several dimensions. Given the importance of behavior change in the context of meeting the challenging climate change targets we have been set, it is important to examine perceptions of climate change and ways of communicating the risks of climate change in order to promote sustainable behavior. Our review of the previous literature has indicated that there may be multiple ways of conceptualizing different dimensions of psychological distance within the domain of climate change. The current research therefore aims to provide a first comprehensive in depth exploration of the psychological distance dimensions of climate change, examining each proposed dimension of psychological distance in different ways where necessary to explore how these are best characterised in this domain, as well as how the different dimensions of psychological distance relate to one another.

Furthermore we will consider how perceived psychological distance relates to concern about climate change and related behaviour intentions. We consider two key lines of research in relation to the potential consequences of thinking about climate change as a distant or close issue. Construal level theory (4) indicates that greater psychological distance is associated with promoting action that is in line with people’s abstract beliefs and core values. However, goal setting theory also points to the utility of goal specificity (linked to psychological closeness) in prompting behaviour (25) and there have been a number of suggestions that by making climate
change more immediate, local, personally relevant and real, then people may be more likely to act. Our findings will therefore usefully feed into the debate on whether attempting to reduce the psychological distance of climate change risks is a useful strategy for promoting sustainable behaviour.

2. METHOD

Ipsos MORI collected survey data using Computer Assisted Personal Interviews (CAPI) between 5 January and 2 March 2010. A nationally representative quota sample, N = 1822, of the population of Great Britain (i.e. England, Scotland and Wales), aged 15 years and older was obtained based on a core sample of 1,436 and additional booster samples from Scotland (n=109) and Wales (n=185). Interviews were conducted at 315 sample points (including Scottish and Welsh booster samples) selected randomly from a stratified sample of output areas sorted by Government Office and council area. Within each sampled area, interviewers were asked to achieve set quotas for gender, age, and working status based on the known demographics of the local population of that area. This technique was used to ensure that key demographic groups were included appropriately in the sample obtained, ensuring that this was representative of the population even at the local level. Interviews were conducted by fully trained and supervised market research interviewers, with each interview taking approximately 30 minutes to complete. No incentives were provided for participation. The final participant sample obtained was composed of 48% male respondents and 52% female respondents, with a modal age bracket of 35-44, with a large proportion of people who work full time, though also significant proportions of people who work part time or are retired, see Table I. This reflects the most recent available
demographic statistics for the Great British population (gender and age figures were based on ONS 2007 mid-year population estimates while working status was based on 2001 Census data).

2.1. Materials

We designed the survey in order to examine public perceptions of energy futures and climate change, partly so as to provide current empirical data on perceptions and partly to provide greater insight into underlying reasons for perceptions held. The survey instrument was developed by a panel of four academic researchers and refined after input from the partner social research company, Ipsos MORI, and an expert advisory panel (N = 15), comprised of academic researchers and members of relevant government departments and third sector groups.

Questions utilised examined a range of socio-cognitive constructs relating to energy and climate change, related behavioural intentions, and key demographic variables. Here we will focus on key constructs examining perceptions of climate change and those examining intentions to undertake sustainable behaviour, see XXX (58) for the full survey instrument and topline results. Questions assessing perceptions of climate change included those examining psychological distance dimensions and concern over climate change. Behavioural intentions examined participants’ preparedness to reduce their energy use to help tackle climate change, see Appendix for full details of questions used.

Concern about climate change was measured using three similar questions which assessed general concerns, concerns about related personal impacts of climate change and concerns about related societal impacts. These were combined to form a reliable scale (Cronbach’s α = 0.83).

* Given the use of non-probability quota sampling here we do not provide, and did not collect, data on response
Psychological distance dimensions assessed were geographical distance, social distance, temporal distance and uncertainty. Perceived geographic distance of climate change was assessed using two key questions, one which assessed perceptions that climate change would impact distant locations and one that assessed perceptions that climate change would impact local areas. These were assessed separately because we acknowledged that the perceptions that climate change may primarily impact distant areas would not preclude the perception that climate change may also impact local areas. Two key hypothesised dimensions of social distance were also assessed. Questions assessed respondents’ perceptions that climate change was likely to have an impact on people similar to themselves as well as the idea that climate change may disproportionately impact developing countries. All respondents were living in Britain and therefore the idea that climate change may have a greater impact on developing countries (considered to be socially distant from our respondents) focuses on one aspect of social distance in relation to climate change. We note that this is not incompatible with the idea that climate change will also impact people who are socially proximal to respondents.

Temporal distance was assessed with one direct question that asked respondents when they felt that Britain would start feeling the effects of climate change (based on a similar question used by Leiserowitz et al. (12)). Responses were recorded on a seven point scale which included different time scales along with options to select the idea that effects of climate change are already being felt or would never be felt. We also assessed a range of different aspects of uncertainty and climate change scepticism which have been variously discussed and debated in recent months including perceived causes of climate change, uncertainty over whether climate change is happening, perceived exaggeration of climate change, perceived scientific consensus rates.
on climate change and uncertainty over the effects of climate change.

All questions (apart from temporal distance) were answered on four or five point Likert type scales and all questions offered ‘Don’t know’ and/or ‘No opinion’ response options as appropriate. However, due to low numbers of these responses these were deleted listwise for the correlational and regression analyses.

3. RESULTS

Data obtained was weighted to the profile of the known GB population on the basis of gender, age, working status, social grade and ethnicity.

3.1. Characterising the Psychological Distance of Climate Change

Questions assessed each of the four theorised aspects of psychological distance and basic descriptive analyses and comparison of these was undertaken first in order to explore and characterise the nature of perceived psychological distance in relation to climate change.

3.1.1. Geographic, Social, and Temporal Distance

More people disagreed than agreed with the idea that climate change would mostly affect areas that are far away, with 48.6% respondents who tended to or strongly disagreed with this statement (32.1% tended to or strongly agreed), see Figure 1. Most also believed that their local areas are likely to be impacted by climate change, with 52.6% respondents who tended to or
strongly agreed with this statement (30% tended to or strongly disagreed). Generally therefore climate change did not appear to be viewed as a primarily geographically distant phenomenon.

With regards to social distance, a majority of respondents felt that climate change would disproportionately impact developing countries with 45.8% who tended to or strongly agreed with this idea (36.1% tended to or strongly disagreed). However respondents also felt that climate change was likely to have an impact on people similar to themselves, and 44.6% of respondents tended to or strongly agreed with this statement (32.3% tended to or strongly disagreed). So respondents seem to perceive social distance in that greater effects are likely to be experienced by developing countries, but also a lack of distance in that people similar to themselves would also be impacted. Of course these perceptions are entirely compatible with one another and may reflect the idea that climate change is global and will affect everyone.

Respondents primarily indicated that they felt the effects of climate change to be temporally close with 41% of respondents indicating that Britain is already feeling the effects of climate change, see Figure 2. Notably, very few respondents thought that the effects of climate change are more than 50 years away or would never happen. So temporally, at least some climate change impacts actually appear to be perceived as quite close.
Climate change will mostly affect areas that are far away from here

Climate change is likely to have a big impact on people like me

My local area is likely to be affected by climate change

Climate change will mostly affect developing countries
3.1.2. Uncertainty and Scepticism about Climate Change

Questions also assessed uncertainty associated with climate change alongside aspects of scepticism, given that these constructs are often confused and appear to be interrelated within discourses of climate change. One of the key aspects of this debate is scepticism over anthropogenic contributions to climate change. We asked people to think about the causes of climate change and to select from a number of statements which best described their opinion. People most commonly consider that climate change is caused by a combination of human activity and natural processes (47%), whilst 31% feel that climate change is caused mostly or entirely by human activity, and 18% consider that it has mostly or entirely natural causes. So altogether a large majority, 78%, of respondents indicated that they believe that human activity contributes to climate change in some way. Respondents were further asked to indicate their
agreement with a series of statements regarding uncertainty and scepticism relating to different aspects of climate change. Interestingly, there was wide variation in perceptions depending on the focus of the question, see figure 3. Agreement was highest with regards to uncertainty over the effects of climate change (70% strongly or tended to agree with this statement) followed by perceived exaggeration of the seriousness of climate change; a full 40% strongly or tend to agree that climate change is exaggerated. Agreement was lowest with regards to uncertainty that climate change is really happening and perceived scientific (dis)agreement on climate change, which provoked similar proportions of responses.

Figure 3

We were also interested in how different aspects of scepticism and uncertainty were related to
one another. We therefore utilised a principle components analysis on variables relating to scepticism and uncertainty for 1612 respondents (listwise deletion used for this and all other analyses). A scree plot indicated that these formed one coherent component, which explained 44.56% of the variance in factors examined. However, the factor loading of the item reflecting uncertainty over the effects of climate change did not reach the commonly agreed level of inclusion (0.40) within this and therefore was removed from the analysis (58). Our analysis indicates that although perceived exaggeration, perceived causes, perceived scientific agreement and perceived uncertainty over climate change differ significantly with regards to mean levels of public belief, these do covary with one another indicating that each of these are related in some way. These factors were therefore reversed where necessary and combined in one scale, described as ‘uncertainty of climate change’ which we use in subsequent analysis (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.71$) and where higher values indicate a greater level of uncertainty. See XXX (51) for a further analysis of uncertainty data contained here.

3.2. Relationships Between Psychological Distance Dimensions

Psychological distance dimensions were reversed for further analyses so that all were examined on scales where higher values indicated greater levels of psychological distance. Correlations between different aspects of psychological distance were all positive and mostly highly significant, which is perhaps unsurprising given our sample size, see Table II. Based on Cohen’s guidelines (60) on effect sizes (small: $r = 0.1-0.23$; medium: $r = 0.24 – 0.36$; large: $r = 0.37$ or larger), we observe that peoples’ perceptions of climate change impacts on distant areas has a strong relationship with perceived impacts on developing countries and a moderate relationship with perceived local impacts of climate change. Moderate to large effect sizes were particularly
noted in all relationships between perceived local impacts of climate change, perceived impacts on people similar to the respondents, temporal distance and uncertainty over climate change. In addition, our analysis indicates that perceptions of climate change impacts on developing countries, whilst correlating strongly with perceptions of distant impacts, and to a lesser extent perceived impact of local areas, did not correlate significantly with any other aspect of perceived distance, indicating that this construct appears to encompass aspects of geographic distance but also considerations different to other aspects of psychological distance.

(Insert Table II about here)

3.3. Relating Psychological Distance to Concern About Climate Change

Concern about climate change was quite high with mean levels of concern reported of 2.78 (on a four point scale where higher values indicate greater concern) and a standard deviation of 0.77. The relationship between perceived psychological distance dimensions and concern about climate change was examined using a forced entry linear regression, see Table III. We found that perceptions that climate change is likely to impact local areas, to impact people perceived to be similar, to occur at closer time scales, and that climate change is perceived as more certain, were all significantly related to higher levels of concern about climate change. Altogether, these different aspects of psychological distance explained around 54% variance in expressed concern about climate change. Interestingly, considerations of impacts on distant areas and impacts on developing countries were not significantly related to concern about climate change. Note that psychological distance dimensions included in the analysis are largely interrelated and therefore some of the variance in concern explained is overlapping; direct correlational relationships with
concern are therefore likely to be higher. Collinearity here was not a problem for analysis though with variance inflation factors varying between 1.3 and 1.7 which are considered acceptable.

(Insert Table III about here)

3.4. Relating Psychological Distance to Preparedness to Act on Climate Change

Psychological distance dimensions were further regressed on respondents’ preparedness to reduce energy use to help tackle climate change, firstly alone, and then in a second step alongside concern to examine the contribution of psychological distance perceptions over and above measures of concern, see Table IV. A similar pattern of results as that observed between psychological distance dimensions and concern was observed here. The perception that climate change is likely to impact areas local to participants, to impact people perceived to be similar, to occur at closer timescales and the perception that climate change is more certain to occur, are significantly related to preparedness to act on climate change. Here we note that perceived impacts on developing countries is also important however. Notably the direction of the relationship between perceived impacts on developing countries and preparedness to reduce energy use is of interest; here the greater the perceived distance (in terms of disproportionate impact on developing countries), the greater the preparedness to act.

A second step in the regression included concern as a predictor of preparedness to reduce energy use alongside dimensions of psychological distance. The second step in the regression demonstrated a significant increase in variance explained in preparedness to reduce energy use by predictors with an $R^2$ change of 0.056 ($F$ change $(1,1548) = 114.856, p < 0.001$). Results indicate that the significance of relationships between key aspects of psychological distance and
preparedness to act are reduced when concern is included in a regression equation, indicating that concern overlaps with psychological distance variables to some extent and may partially mediate the relationships observed. However, several of these relationships remain significant over and above concern about climate change (albeit explaining much lower amounts of variance compared to concern). Perceived impacts on developing countries and perceived impacts on people similar to the respondents remain important predictors of preparedness to act alongside concern about climate change. Here again note that relationships described are those that remain when all other factors are included in the analysis and direct correlational relationships in the absence of other variables are likely to be slightly higher. Examination of variance inflation factors within the regression analyses indicated that these ranged between 1.3 and 1.7 when distance dimensions were regressed on preparedness to act indicating that collinearity was not an issue. However when concern was included in the analysis, the variance inflation factor for concern was 2.2 indicating that there was some degree of collinearity.

Given the evident overlap between concern about climate change, psychological distance indicators and preparedness to act, we examined the possibility that concern acts as a partial mediator of the relationship between psychological distance and preparedness to act on climate change. A scale of psychological distance was created by combining all dimensions of psychological distance examined (perceived impacts on distant areas, on developing countries, people like me, on my local area, temporal distance, the perception that climate change is not anthropogenic, perceived uncertainty over whether climate change is happening, perceived exaggeration of climate change, and perceived scientific disagreement over climate change); this formed a scale with good reliability (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.74$). In order to combine these variables, perceived temporal distance of climate change was recoded from a 7 point scale to a 5 point
scale to align with the other scales it was combined with. Essentially here we condensed the distant end of the scale so that responses indicating that climate change impacts would be observed in the next 50 years, 100 years or beyond were combined; this also reduced the skew of the scale (see Figure 2). Note that by combining variables into one psychological distance measure, we do not wish to imply that psychological distance dimensions are one dimensional and indeed our descriptive results speak against the interpretation. However the positive correlations noted between variables and previous theory imply some shared underlying common variance which we wish to focus on here. The scale was coded so that higher values indicated greater psychological distance. Mediation was performed using a product of coefficients approach with SPSS script developed for this purpose (61). This method estimated (rather than constrained) the direct effect of psychological distance on preparedness to act so that indirect effects were not overestimated. In addition, due to the strict assumption of normally distributed data within the product of coefficients approach to mediation, this method utilised bootstrapping to resample the data (1000 times) in estimating the indirect effects.

The total relationship between psychological distance variables and preparedness to reduce energy use to tackle climate change was highly significant (B = -0.573, t = -17.185, p < 0.001). The mediation demonstrates that when concern about climate change was included within the analysis, it operates as a significant mediating variable (Z = -14.492, p < 0.001), reducing the direct relationship between psychological distance and preparedness to reduce energy use (B = -0.140, t = -3.365, p < 0.001). The resulting model explains approximately 25% of variance in preparedness to reduce energy use (adjusted R² = 0.245, F (2, 1785) = 591.644, p < 0.001), see Figure 4.
Our data has provided the opportunity for an in-depth analysis of the nature of the perceived psychological distance of climate change within a national UK population sample. In contrast to much discussion of climate change, our data indicates that climate change risks are perceived as both distant and proximal within certain dimensions of climate change. In line with current debate, a great deal of uncertainty is observed in relation to climate change; however we note that this is highly variable depending on the aspect of climate change science or communications under consideration. Psychological distance dimensions were generally found to have a strong relationship with each other, with only a few key exceptions, supporting the idea that these are interrelated. Generally lower psychological distance was related to higher concern about climate change however, in relation to preparedness to act, key considerations about the impact that climate change may have on developing countries also appeared important. Our results elaborate and elucidate previous research relating to risk communications of climate change, suggesting the importance of highlighting local, but also certain distant, impacts of climate change.
4.1. Characterising the Psychological Distance of Climate Change

Whilst respondents believe that climate change is likely to disproportionately impact developing countries, climate change impacts are also perceived to affect local areas and people similar to themselves and in this sense, climate change is actually psychologically fairly close. Indeed, the majority of people also feel that climate change is temporally close and that Britain has already begun to feel the impacts of climate change.

Supporting current discourses on climate change, we do find significant levels of uncertainty and scepticism in relation to climate change. However, we also find that it is important to distinguish between different aspects of scepticism and uncertainty regarding climate change because perceptions vary greatly depending on the specific aspect of scepticism or uncertainty under consideration. For example, whilst only a quarter of people are uncertain that climate change is happening and most believe that humans contribute to climate change, much larger proportions perceive climate change to be exaggerated. The former may, of course, reflect the impact of increased media reporting and political debate on this issue, rather than a fundamental loss of faith in the underlying science. Also, and perhaps reflecting dominant scientific beliefs, the highest levels of perceived uncertainty expressed are over the effects of climate change possibly indicating that public and scientific opinion may not be as disparate as has previously been suggested (62).

4.2. Interrelationships between Psychological Distance Dimensions

Construal level theory postulates that psychological distance dimensions of geographical, social and temporal distance, along with uncertainty have similar cognitive representations, and hence are closely associated with one another. Supporting this idea is a range of mostly
laboratory-based experiments which find that the manipulation of one aspect of psychological distance has a significant impact on other aspects of distance (4). Here, we find that key psychological distance dimensions of climate change are significantly correlated suggesting that there may indeed be some relationship between these different perceived elements of climate change. However, perceived impacts of climate change on developing countries does not have a consistent relationship with other aspects of psychological distance suggesting that these factors are slightly different from the others measured. This, of course, is a specific aspect of psychological distance that is peculiar to the domain of climate change. Despite these differences, interestingly all aspects of psychological distance are positively correlated and combine to form a reliable scale, again illustrating the commonalities between these concepts, and indicating the potential utility of one overarching concept of psychological distance in future research. We note that here, it is possible that perceived size or significance of climate change impacts could be impacting responses here. Indeed logically, the larger the perceived impacts, the more likely these are to be perceived to affect you or your area and in fact, as observed within the final mediation analysis conducted here, the relationship between concern about climate change and the combined psychological distance scale is high, indicating that these constructs may overlap. However, we suggest that the complexity and differences noted between responses received indicated that participants interpreted individual questions more specifically than this.

Interestingly factor analyses demonstrate that whilst perceptions about different aspects of uncertainty and scepticism differ greatly, these are related in that they vary in a very similar way. So, whilst empirical levels of uncertainty/scepticism differ, individuals who are uncertain about one aspect examined are also likely to be more uncertain on other aspects. This may
indicate that these different dimensions of uncertainty are linked in some way and/or that these are subject to some common driving factor. The idea that different dimensions of uncertainty may be linked is theoretically consistent with construal level theory; as previously outlined, construal level theory proposes that psychological distance dimensions are represented similarly in the mind and that manipulations of one aspect of distance can affect all other aspects of distance. A logical extension of this idea (which remains to be tested) is the potential for uncertainty transfer, where a change or greater prominence given to one aspect of climate uncertainty could lead to similar changes in other aspects of uncertainty or scepticism.

4.3. Communicating Climate Change

The idea of uncertainty transfer has important implications for communicating climate uncertainty because the communication of one kind of uncertainty may have an impact on perhaps wholly unrelated different aspects of uncertainty in relation to climate change; this idea would be usefully followed up with experimental or quasi-experimental studies. In policy terms this would set a difficult communication dilemma, because we are about to move into an era where climate impacts will need to be communicated more forcibly in risk terms (63, 64, e.g. the UK’s 2009 Climate Projections were the first in the world to systematically make local area predictions for a complete country on a Bayesian uncertainty basis, 65), whilst maintaining a narrative that the anthropogenic causes themselves (and the need for aggressive mitigation actions) are certain. Uncertainty, where it exists should clearly be discussed. Given the importance of trust in information on climate change and the increasing emphasis on transparency in science policy more generally, we would suggest that it is important to be open about where uncertainties lie whilst being clear about where research is more certain (e.g. 66).
Our results also have relevance for the existing risk literature on whether psychological distance on climate change relates to levels of public concern, which is often used as an indicator of risk perception. Results indicated that generally lower psychological distance was associated with higher concern about climate change. Our data implies that, in order to promote concern about climate change, risk communications should focus on making climate change psychologically closer and make potential climate change impacts relevant to individuals’ social group, locality, and lifetime. Here, considerations of distant impacts and impacts on developing countries were not so important. We must caution that all relationships observed here are examined within cross-sectional data and therefore causality cannot be identified, only assumed.

In relation to promoting action on climate change, relevant psychological distance considerations were slightly different. Our data indicates that, as with relationships with concern, making climate change relevant to the audience’s locality and social groups is important in promoting action, as is reducing uncertainty over whether climate change is happening and reducing the perceived temporal distance of effects. However here, the perceived impacts on developing countries were much more important. So here, actually, the greater the disproportionate impacts on distant developing countries that were perceived in relation to climate change (i.e. the greater the psychological distance), the more people were prepared to undertake sustainable behaviour. This indicates that whilst personal, local, closer considerations of climate change are important in promoting concern about climate change, when it comes to promoting action, it may also be important to highlight the wider, global impacts of climate change. This is congruent with earlier studies that find that respondents actually tend to perceive climate change impacts to be more serious at distant locations (36) as well as with theoretical predictions drawn from construal level theory. Construal level theory points to the importance of
psychological distance in promoting action (4). Previous evidence has demonstrated that focusing on distance helps people to make decisions that are more in line with their core beliefs. Focusing on the implications of climate change for distant developing countries may therefore help people gain perspective on their actions, which may help to explain why these perceptions relate to preparedness to act but not to concern about climate change. Of course, we also found that elements of psychological closeness are important in promoting action which does not support previous theorising within construal level theory. In another way, it could be considered that psychological closeness could be related to stronger intentions to act, if thinking specifically about climate change impacts in terms of a local context might reduce ambiguities about how to act on climate change (26). Psychological closeness and a focus on specific detailed aspects of the situation are highlighted as important for increasing the likelihood of action within goal setting theory. Goal setting theory would suggest that considering psychologically close impacts of climate change should help to direct attention and effort towards relevant actions, can activate task relevant knowledge, and may energise the individual and increase persistence on actions attempted. It appears therefore that our results indicating that both psychological closeness and psychological distance are important in encouraging people to act on climate change supports elements of both construal level theory and goal setting theory. This also supports the findings of Rabinovitch et al (34) which indicate that a combination of both an abstract mindset and specific goals may have most utility in promoting climate change related behaviour. Indeed as discussed earlier, predictions of construal level theory and goal setting theory are not necessarily incompatible given the slightly differing focus of each (construal level theory focusing on translating core values into behaviour and goal setting theory focusing on translating intentions into action). We do want to highlight that we examined only behavioural intentions here, not
actual behaviour which might benefit from a psychological distance or closeness that we cannot examine here.

Notably, we find that concern has the strongest relationship with preparedness to act, greatly reducing the influence of psychological distance dimensions on preparedness to act (and acting as a significant partial mediator of this relationship). However certain key psychological distance variables retained significant relationships with preparedness to act over and above concern about climate change indicating that communications regarding psychological distance may be useful for a range of sectors of society, including those who already express high concern on climate change.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Current discussions and debate on climate change frequently refer to the psychological distance of climate change. However there has been little in-depth empirical analysis of the operation of this perceived distance and only limited transfer of these ideas to risk communication strategies. Our results indicate that the UK public really perceive climate change as global, being both distant and local in nature. We observe differences in levels of uncertainty about different aspects of climate change and note that there is a possibility of transfer between different aspects of uncertainty, highlighting the problematic nature of media representations of apparent public uncertainty over climate change. Overall, our findings point to the utility of risk communication techniques designed to reduce psychological distance and to engage the general public with climate change. However, we note that certain aspects of psychological distance, particularly considerations of the potentially very serious distant impacts of climate change, may also be useful in promoting sustainable behaviour.
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Table I – Demographic characteristics of population sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Employment Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Working (full-time)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Working (part-time)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Looking after house / children</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Disabled</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 and older</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * denotes a value of less than 1% but greater than zero.
Table II – Correlations between different psychological distance dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Impacts on distant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Impacts on my</td>
<td>0.243***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>local area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Impacts on</td>
<td>0.446***</td>
<td>0.089***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developing countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Impacts on people</td>
<td>0.117***</td>
<td>0.552***</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Temporal distance</td>
<td>0.078***</td>
<td>0.455***</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.391***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Uncertainty over</td>
<td>0.141***</td>
<td>0.427***</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.438***</td>
<td>0.452***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>climate change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on a sample of N = 1573 (using listwise deletion); *** p < 0.001.
Table III – Regression of psychological distance dimensions on concern about climate change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on distant areas</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on my local area</td>
<td>-0.176***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on developing countries</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on people like me</td>
<td>-0.300***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal distance</td>
<td>-0.119***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty over climate change</td>
<td>-0.350***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.540***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>308.75***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on a sample of N = 1572 (using listwise deletion). ***p < 0.001. Coefficients are all standardized Beta coefficients. All variables are scored so that higher levels of the factor indicate higher or more extreme levels of that construct, e.g. higher scores for concern indicate higher levels of concern.
Table IV - Regression of psychological distance dimensions and concern on preparedness to act

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preparedness to reduce energy use</th>
<th>Preparedness to reduce energy use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Step 1)</td>
<td>(Step 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on distant areas</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on my local area</td>
<td>-0.101***</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on developing countries</td>
<td>0.077**</td>
<td>0.069**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts on people like me</td>
<td>-0.189***</td>
<td>-0.083**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal distance</td>
<td>-0.077*</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty over climate change</td>
<td>-0.178***</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.352***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.183***</td>
<td>0.239***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>58.95***</td>
<td>70.65***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on a sample of N = 1556 (using listwise deletion). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Coefficients are all standardized Beta coefficients. All variables are scored so that higher levels of the factor indicate higher or more extreme levels of that construct, e.g. higher scores for concern indicate higher levels of concern.
Figure Legends

Figure 1 – Perceived geographic and social distance of climate change
Respondents’ agreement with each statement is provided in percent.

Figure 2 – Perceived temporal distance of climate change
Respondents were asked, ‘When, if at all, do you think Britain will start feeling the effects of climate change?’. Percent agreement with each potential response option is provided.

Figure 3 – Perceived uncertainty and skepticism surrounding climate change
Respondents’ agreement with each statement is provided in percent.

Figure 4 - Concern as a mediator of psychological distance on preparedness to act
Values provided are unstandardised coefficients indicating the strength of the relationship between variables. Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p< 0.001. All variables are scored so that higher levels of the factor indicate higher or more extreme levels of that construct, e.g. higher scores for concern indicate higher levels of concern.
### Appendix – Questions assessing perceptions and behavioural intentions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>“My local area is likely to be affected by climate change.”</td>
<td>5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Climate change will mostly affect areas that are far away from here.”</td>
<td>5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social distance</td>
<td>“Climate change will mostly affect developing countries.”</td>
<td>5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Climate change is likely to have a big impact on people like me.”</td>
<td>5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>“When, if at all, do you think Britain will start feeling the effects of climate change?”</td>
<td>7 point scale (We are already feeling the effects – Never)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty /</td>
<td>“Thinking about the causes of climate change, which, if any, of the following best describes your opinion?”</td>
<td>6 point scale (Entirely natural processes – Entirely human activity, I think there is no such thing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scepticism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“I am uncertain that climate change is really happening.”</td>
<td>5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“The seriousness of climate change is exaggerated.”
5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)

“Most scientists agree that humans are causing climate change.”
5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)

“It is uncertain what the effects of climate change will be.”
5 point scale (Strongly agree – Strongly disagree)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern about climate change</th>
<th>“How concerned, if at all, are you about climate change, sometimes referred to as ‘global warming’?”</th>
<th>4 point scale (Very concerned – Not at all concerned)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Considering any potential effects of climate change which there might be on you personally, how concerned, if at all, are you about climate change?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Considering any potential effects of climate change there might be on society in general, how concerned are you about climate change?”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Preparedness to act | “I am prepared to greatly reduce my energy use to help tackle climate change.” | 5 point scale (Strongly agree – strongly disagree) |